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Dear knitters of our Mysterious Stole, 

 

we are glad that you want to take part in our project „Winterhauch“. 

We tried to create instructions that are interesting and easy to understand  and will work 

for everybody – beginners as well as advanced knitters. Hopefully we eliminated any 

mistake in the pattern charts … we hope for your sympathy if any mistake remained. 

If you find out that your number of stitches doesn’t match, don’t panic and don’t start to 

frog. If there is one stitch too little, just don’t make a decrease after yarn over, if there is 

a stitch too much, just do k3tog instead of k2tog. You wont see the difference in the 

finished stole. 

 

Material: 400 g sockyarn 4- ply [420 m per 100 g ball], needle No. 4 mm, at 

least 100 cm long, plus No. 6 mm needle for the cast on.  68 g of 
rocailles, 4 mm diametre, small crochet hook or nylon thread for the 
beading. 

 
Important!!!  How to do the beading: 

At ^, / and \ the beads are drawn on the stitch after knitting, 
at k-stitches before knitting it. 

 

For beginners of such a huge project we recommend to use a „lifeline“ every 5th to 10th 

row. Use a slippery thread in a different colour to draw it into any stitch of the row. You 

will find instructions for lifelines in the net. If you need to frog, you will only have to do 

that down to the lifeline.  

 

And here come the instructions, you should relax and have some nice cup of coffee or 

tea before you go on reading: 

 

Cast on 601 Stitches with  needle No. 6 mm with a knitted on cast on to obtain an 

elasitc edge. Don’t panic, the number of stitches will decrease continuously. 

Knitted on cast on  

https://www.junghanswolle.de/shop/SID_0123456789_01_D/F=lehrgang/ID_NACHRICH

T=318  

 

Now start knitting with No. 4 mm needles by using the chart. In the first row the stitches 

are knitted tbl to obtain a nice edging. 

http://www.junghanswolle.de/shop/SID_2GNnRjWd6ixJEx2ioLbvtrRPfsEb/F=lehrgang/ID

_NACHRICHT=539  (scroll down a bit). 

 

The first 6 rows are garter stitch, the decrease starts in the 3rd row.  

Numbers in the chart (yellow background colour) show the number of knit stitches until 

the next non-knit stitches (YO, k2tog etc.) or the next bead. Of course the box with the 

number inside is counted as well. After the 6th row the even(wrong side rows are knitted 

as follows: k3, p to the last 3, k 3. 
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The right side rows are numbered by showing the row and the single stitch/column.This 

is a help before the decreas starts. From the 3rd row you find black “stitches”, which 

means that there is no stitch. This might be irritating at the start, but you will soon 

realize they still make sense. 

 

The instructions will come in 6 parts, starting on the 2nd October. The parts will be 

released on Thirsday mornings, GMT+1. We cannot promise the minute of release, but 

try to be early. The parts will have different numbers of rows, according to the decrease 

and the pattern itsself. The last part will be uploaded on the 6th November, so your stole 

might still serve as a Christmas present.  

Starting with the second part, the first row shown in each part will be the last row of the 

preceding part, so you have to start knitting in the second row of the chart. As the 

pattern starts with so many stitches, there will also be “last and first stitches” vertically 

in the columns for a better orientation.  

 

If you publish your completed stole until 30th November 2008, midnight GMT+1, in this 

thread http://www.handarbeitsforen.de/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=25353) you 

can take part in a poll for the nicest stole. The members of the forum will elect the best 

stole in the following 5 days. We offer a small prize for the winner, which will be nice for 

any woolomanic.  

 

We will try to answe any question – especially on kniting techniques – asap here 

http://handarbeitsforen.de/index.php?page=Thread&threadID=25352 

As we both have to do our jobs as well, we caoont always answer instantly, but we will 

try to do our best. There are also some advanced shawl knitters in the forum who will 

answer your questions as well. 

 

Please remember: the copyright to this stole is by BriNa. The pattern is only for private 

use, you can also give it to your friends etc. If you plan to add this pattern to the sale of 

wool etc. – commercial use – you can only do that with our permission. We hope you 

appreciate this, because it was a real lot of work and was really nerve-stretching to 

create this pattern.  

 

Don’t panic because of the 601 stitches cast on. After that, kntting seems to go just by 

itssself.  

We hope you will have like our  Mystery Stole  „Winterhauch“  and that you will have 

great fun in knitting it. 

(I hope the translation is understandable, because English isn’t my mother tongue) 

 

Best wishes 

 

BriNa 


